Abstract. It is shown that at least two expressions that extend the definition of the affine surface area to all convex bodies coincide.
Introduction
In the monograph [2] the affine surface area of a convex body C in R3 with sufficiently smooth boundary is introduced by J9Ck(x)x^ dp(x) where k(x) is the Gauss-Kronecker curvature and p is the surface measure on dC. It is then shown that this expression equals [4] that these expressions generalize in the case of higher dimensions to (1) / K(x)x/{n+X)dp(x), Jac ,0v ,.
vol"(C) -vol"(C[S]) (2) ST"-Wn+T)-where cn = 2(vol"_,(fl2"-1(0, l))/(n + l))2/("+1>, provided that C has a C2-boundary and k(x) is always positive. LeichtweiB also showed that these expressions are equal. The expressions (1) and (2) do not exist for all convex bodies. Therefore, LeichtweiB suggested the following [5] as the definition for the affine surface area:
where V(...) denotes the mixed volume.
At the same time Lutwak [8] gave the following as the definition for the affine surface area:
where L is a star body and pl its radius. LeichtweiB [6, 7] proved that (3) is smaller than or equal to (4). It is conjectured that both expressions are equal. In [11] the convex floating body Q was studied, i.e., the intersection of all halfspaces 77+ with vol"(C n 77~) = 8. Clearly Cs exists for all C and 8 and is equal to the floating body whenever it exists. It was shown that (5, jKMWM-to«*4%gF&
where k(x) denotes the generalized Gauss-Kronecker curvature [10, p. 25] . A convex function <P on an open subset of R" is said to be twice differentiable in a generalized sense at Xo if there is a linear map d2<b(xo) from R" into itself so that we have for all x in a neighborhood U(xq) and all subdifferentials <i<P(xo)
where C is a function with lim,_o C(t) = 0. As curvature radius we take the product of the principal axes of the ellipsoid or ellipsoidal cylinder generated by d2Q>(xo) • It follows that (3) equals
We show that the expressions (3) and (5) are equal. Then we show that (5) and, thus, (3) are valuations, a question raised by LeichtweiB [6].
Preliminaries
The ^-dimensional volume vol"(A) of a subset A of R" is the Lebesgue measure, and the (n -l)-dimensional volume \o\n-X(A) is the (n -^-dimensional Hausdorff measure of A. The surface measure on the boundary of a convex set is the restriction of the (n -1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure to the boundary. We also note that the Hausdorff measure is Borel regular [3] . 7?2(x, r) denotes the Euclidean ball with radius r and center x in R".
A convex surface is almost everywhere twice differentiable in a generalized sense [1] . As a consequence the indicatrix of Dupin exists almost everywhere, and thus we can define a generalized Gauss-Kronecker curvature k(x) that exists almost everywhere [10] .
For every x in the boundary 9C of a convex body C that has a unique normal we define A(C, x, 8) or A(x, 8) to be the width of a slice of volume 8 whose defining hyperplane is orthogonal to the normal at x . We have [11] ,<-, , s y A(x,(5)
where cn is as in (2) .
For a convex body C in R" the nearest point projection q from R" onto C is defined by \\q(x) -x||2 = infv6C \\y -x||2. Let C be a convex body containing C, and let p be the restriction of q to dC. Then we have for all Borel subsets A of dC that [3] (7)
VOl"_,(j7(^))<VOl"_1(^).
A cap of C at x with height h is denoted by cap(C, x, h).
3. The equality of (3) and (5) Proposition 1. The expressions (3) and (5) Proof of Lemma 2. We show first that the right-hand expression of (8) is smaller than the left-hand expression. We have a.e. + fi-("-')/(»+i)(vol"_i(a(C-i-52,(05e)))-vol"_i(aC)).
Because of (10), the second summand can be estimated by
Therefore, we get altogether
In view of (6) we may plug in k(x).
In order to show that the right-hand side of (8) is larger than the left-hand side we require a lemma. Lemma 3. Let x £ d(C + B"(0, e)) , and suppose that the indicatrix of Dupin at p(x) £ dC is an ellipsoid with radius R = (Rx, ... , R"-X). Then we have
The set {y £ dC\x(y) > 0} is measurable since K(y)x^n+X) £ Lx(dC) [11] . Since the Hausdorff measure is Borel regular, there is a subset A of {y £ dC\K(y) > 0} that is a Borel set having the same measure. By Lemma 3 we obtain 
whenever K u L is convex. Please note that the set where one of the curvatures does not exist is a null set [10] .
For the proof of Lemma 5 we only have to observe that the indicatrix of Dupin of K U L at x is the union of those of K and L at x . Moreover, the indicatrix of K n L at x is the intersection of those of K and L. Then one uses that the intersection or union of two ellipsoids is again an ellipsoid if and only if one ellipsoid is contained in the other.
Proof of Proposition 4. The affine surface area of a convex body M equals IdMKm(x)x/{"+x) dpM . We apply this formula to the bodies KuL, KnL, K, and L, and decompose the surfaces d(K UL) = {dK n dL} U {dK n Lc} n {dL n 7v"c}, d(K n L) = {dK n dL} u {dKn 1} u {dLn k}, dK = {dK n dL} U {dK n Lc} U {dKn 1}, dL = {dK n dL} U {dL n /v~c} U {dLn K}, o where Kc is the complement of K and A^ is the interior of K .
Since all sets (except possibly dK ndL) are open subsets of dK, dL, d(K n L), and d(K U L) and since the curvature is a local invariant, the integrals over those sets cancel out. It remains to show / KKuL(x)dpKuL+ / KKnUx)dpKnL JdKndL JdKndL = / KK(x)dp+ j KL(x)dp.
